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Budget and action plan development process

July
Initial concepts 

shared with utilities

August
Utilities provide 

feedback; program 
plans refined

September
Draft budget 
developed

October
Draft budget 

published; utility 
revenue identified; 

presentations begin

November
Budget outreach 
presentations; 
revisions begin

December
Final proposed 

budget published; 
presented
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Re-cap the schedule for how the budget and AP are developed each yearWe appreciate collaborative nature of this work with you. �July – start with utilities by sharing initial conceptsAugust – seek utility reaction; gather feedback; refine concepts into plans September - concepts translated into budget and AP documents – WE ARE HERE – brining you these concepts in this presentationOctober – First round of our budget finalized; revenue needs identified for utilities; CAC/RAC presentations November – board meeting; extensive outreach; feedback documented and incorporatedCapturing all comments received by the close date of 11/9 – this year a little earlier than usualIncorporating into a single change from draft to final proposedDecember - Final proposed budget and AP ready for board consideration 



• Flexibility in programs is key to managing 
uncertainty in policy picture and the many 
influences in the RE market.

• Build initiatives that can be part of changing 
programs.

• Solid foundation in irrigation modernization 
initiative and biopower to build on.

• Be proactive in addressing potential budget 
pressures resulting from market and policy 
changes.

Themes for 2017-18 RE budget
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
**observations on current trends, challenges, opportunities that are shaping early draft action plansMain idea is uncertainty:Policy picture can go in many directions.  We have flexibility built into our programs so that we can respond to changes.  At the same time, we strive to be as stable as we can.We may be looking at changes in the coming couple of years to the solar program.  We’re starting several initiatives now that can be part of that changing future – LMI, work on solar plus storage, locational values, increasingly beneficial trade ally network (leads, star-rating system, business training),  working upstream with home developers and communities.Non-solar programs have a solid ground to build on – much PDA and outreach happening with great success in building a strong pipeline.The many items on the policy horizon have stressed staff – responding to data requests, monitoring docket activity, making presentations; It has an impact on our ability to get things done.  Peter/Betsy – Amber will share some notes on this with you from her draft action plan reviews



Other 
Renewables

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Famer’s Irrigation District



What we do: Provide support for renewable energy 
projects that generate electricity using biopower, wind, 
hydropower and geothermal technologies. 

Goal: Expand Energy Trust’s renewable energy portfolio 
across a range of technologies and improve market 
conditions.

How we do it: Project Development Assistance (PDA) 
and Project Installation Incentives**

**These also happen to be our OPUC benchmarks

Other Renewables Overview
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
PDA benchmark: Report annual results, including number of projects supported, milestones met, and documentation or results from market and technology perspective.Installation benchmark: 3 year rolling average cost less than $25/REC



• The projects we work with are complex, typically 
require more than two years to develop, and are often 
owned by proponents with non-energy jobs and goals.

• Strategy of working further upstream by deploying 
project development assistance continues to be 
important for reducing barriers to development.

• Market conditions remain challenging and dynamic, 
with many potential changes on the horizon
o Above-market costs for QF projects will likely rise in 

Pacific Power territory due to lower rates.

Other Renewables: Context
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jed – when you give your presentation, please provide some explanation about why upstream work is important – project owners who aren’t energy people, to reduce risk and upfront barriers, etc.Continued declines in wholesale, avoided-cost prices available for Qualifying Facility projects will raise above market costs.In our planning we are expecting all federal and state energy tax credit and incentive policies remain stable, either available as-is or expiring under currently expected timelines. The planned expiration or reduction in some tax credits will raise above market costs for affected technologies.	
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a big price disparity. PGE is essentially where PAC was in 2009 in terms of NPV of PPA value. Will this cause developers to try and wheel? We haven’t seen signs of that yet.



• Maintain broad technology portfolio support 

• Focus pipeline development on projects able to offset 
on-site load or leverage and create co-benefits

• Continue using innovative delivery models to increase 
project pipeline and accelerate project completions

• Continue efforts to optimize the performance of 
operating projects

Other Renewables: Strategies
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emphasis for this presentation is on the new strategies and activities contemplated. (The assumption is that the written documents distributed a week prior have the continuing strategies and activities. )	



Existing
• Focus pipeline development and outreach on

irrigation hydro & anaerobic digestion 
• Continue efforts to optimize REC delivery and 

management with operating projects
• Expand PDA deployment from current ~40 active 

projects to ~55 projects

New
• Expand Irrigation Modernization participation to meet 

increasing interest
• Pursue net-zero opportunities at wastewater 

treatment plants

Other Renewables: Activities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our strategies and activities are built on an adaptive management framework as we learn from previous projects about what we can do to help others be more successful and about what types of projects can be successful given market conditions. Over time that has driven us to focusing our outreach and support efforts to irrigation hydro and AD projects at WWTPS and food processors. We remain open and supportive of other projects types, such as wind, geothermal, and wood biomass, but we don’t focus our efforts on those types due to other market forces that make those types of projects harder to develop.



Solar

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knife River Corporation, Central Point



Goal: the solar program aims to create a vigorous and 
sustainable market for solar in Oregon that will 
ultimately thrive without incentives.

• Standard incentives managed in response to 
market behavior and delivered internally

• Education and marketing to increase consumer 
awareness

• Quality standards to ensure system performance 
and longevity

• Industry support to drive down soft costs and 
ensure a qualified installer base

• Custom incentives for more innovative projects, 
when funds are available 

Solar Program Overview
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide should outline the overall services provided and how they are delivered.



• The residential market continues to grow as costs and 
incentives are coming down.

• Energy Trust commercial installations on par with 
2010 to 2012 peak, but demand has not grown this 
year. 

• Program has shifted focus away from utility-scale 
projects due to cost reductions and the expected 
availability of the HB 4037 program.

• There is significant policy and market uncertainty over 
the next two years.

Solar: Context
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Would be a place to highlight current market conditions/trends that are shaping your action planNote that it is by no means easy or financially viable to develop a utility solar project at this point., but we see HB 4037 as a signal that utility projects have a different path.	



• Provide project development support to customers 
exploring the feasibility of solar plus storage.

• Along with the Clean Energy States Alliance and other 
state incentive programs, the program has applied for 
a U.S. Department of Energy grant to expand 
participation of low- to moderate-income customers.  
Decision is due late in 2016.

• Support the OPUC's development of a community 
solar program by providing expertise and market data.

Solar: New activities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emphasis for this presentation is on the new strategies and activities contemplated. (The assumption is that the written documents distributed a week prior have the continuing strategies and activities. )Engage with RAC and industry to explore program responses to changes in market and policy conditions that could impact solar above-market costs.	



While there is significant uncertainty in the solar market, 
2017 program structure and relative budgets will remain 
consistent:

• Net metering policy may be subject to change, but 
no impact assumed until after 2017.

• The scheduled Residential Energy Tax Credit 
expiration at the end of 2017 may drive heightened 
activity, possibly leading to accelerated incentive 
step reductions and/or other budget actions.

• Budget does not presume a direct programmatic or 
incentive role in 2017 for Energy Trust in 
community solar program under development. 
Role, if any, to be determined.

Current Challenges/Considerations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a good slide to identify where RAC feedback will be helpful now and in October. We have existing limiters in policies – e.g. trade allies can only have so many reservations at a time.  We will be managing to avoid a cliff	



Thank you
1.866.368.7878 
www.energytrust.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rogue Creamery, Grants Pass   -- makers of award winning chesses like Crater Lake Blue and Oregonzola – they say great cheese begins with happy cows, and happy cows like solar on their milking parlor and LEDs in their barn!- completed both renewable and efficiency projects in 2015 installed a 9.9-kilowatt solar-PV system on their milking parlor – currently planning for a second solar-powered milking station. Also– installation of LEDs and controls will help reduce the farm’s annual energy costs by $14,600
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